
The paint can be used on many grounds, such as paper, 
cardboard and wood.

Talens Art Creation gouache is available in sets of 12ml 
tubes with 8, 12 or 24 colours.

All products have been developed by Royal Talens; 
reliable products with guaranteed quality based on more 
than 150 years of experience.

For the artist in you.

GOUACHE

WHITE

PW6, PW5100  +++

BURNT SIENNA

PR101, PO67411  +++

LIGHT YELLOW

PY74, PY3201  ++

LIGHT BLUE (CYAN)

PB15501  +++

LEMON YELLOW (PRIMARY)

PY3205  ++

PRUSSIAN BLUE

PB15508  +++

DEEP YELLOW

PY74, PO67202  +++

ULTRAMARINE

PB29504  +++

MEDIUM YELLOW

PY74, PO67293  +++

AZURE BLUE

PG7, PB15526  ++

YELLOW OCHRE

PY42227  +++

COBALT BLUE (ULTRAM.)

PB29, PB15512  +++

VERMILION

PR112311  ++

VIOLET

PV23, PV19536  +++

DEEP ROSE

PV19, PR23362  ++

YELLOWISH GREEN

PY74, PG7617  +++

BURNT UMBER

PBr7, PBk11409  +++

BLACK

PBk9700  +++

CARMINE

PR112, PR23318  +

LIGHT GREEN

PY74, PG7601  ++

SCARLET

PR112, PV19334  ++

DEEP GREEN

PG7602  +++

PINK BEIGE

PW6, PY42, PO43374  +++

SAP GREEN

623  +++

LIGHTFASTNESS

+++ = at least 100 years lightfast under museum conditions

++ = 25 - 100 years lightfast under museum conditions

+ = 10 - 25 years lightfast under museum conditions

The lightfastness has been tested in accordance with ASTM Standards D4303.
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On www.royaltalens.com you will find comprehensive 
information and inspiration to help you on your way. You 
can find, for example, step-by-step plans, information on 

mixing colours, different painting techniques, etc.Gouache is known for its colour intensity. It is in 
part thanks to this property that the paint is so popular 
amongst artists, designers and illustrators.

8870404M

For the artist 
in you.

In addition to gouache, Talens Art Creation provides 
various other techniques such as acrylic paint, oil paint 
and water colour. But as an artist you, of course, need 
more than just the right paint. Talens Art Creation 
provides auxiliary products that are useful for all 
artists. These include canvases, brushes, painting 
accessories and artists’ easels. 

 
P.O. Box 4, Apeldoorn, NL

www.facebook.com/royaltalens

Some degree of painting talent hides within all of us. 
Regardless of the type of paint you choose and what you 
are planning to paint, you can simply pick up a brush and 
discover your own creative possibilities. All you need is 
good material to work with.

But above all, dare to try. Good luck!

Gouache is an opaque paint that is thinned with water. 
Surfaces can be painted matt without leaving any stripes. 
However, it is also highly suited to detailed work. As this 
paint dries within a few minutes, it is very practical to 
use. Gouache is not waterproof when dry, which means 
that when you add a little water to the dried colours they 
can be reworked. Before Gouache can be used, it first has 
to be thinned with a little water otherwise it is too thick 
to use. The more water you add, the more transparent the 
paint becomes.


